The media attention and subsequent scientific backlash engendered by the claim, announced by spokespeople for the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements project (ENCODE), that 80% of the human genome has a "biochemical function" highlights the need for a clearer understanding of function concepts in biology. This article provides an overview of two major function concepts that have been developed in the philosophy of science -the "causal role" concept and the "selected effects" concept -and their relevance to ENCODE. Unlike some previous critiques, the ENCODE project is not considered problematic because it employed a causal role definition of function (which is relatively common in genetics), but because of how this concept was misused. In addition, several unique challenges that arise when dealing with transposable elements (TEs), but which were ignored by ENCODE, are highlighted. These include issues surrounding TE-level versus organism-level selection, the origins versus the persistence of elements, and accidental versus functional organism-level benefits. Finally, some key questions are presented that should be addressed in any studies aiming to ascribe functions to major portions of large eukaryotic genomes, the majority of which is made up of transposable elements.
Introduction
Though their quantity, diversity, activity level, and composition vary considerably among species, it is becoming increasingly clear that transposable elements (TEs) represent the dominant type of DNA sequence within most eukaryotic genomes (Gregory 2005) . Notably, transposable elements and inactive remnants thereof make up two thirds of the total DNA content of the human genome (de Koning et al. 2011) . Whereas the human genome contains approximately 20,000 protein-coding genes, it is home to more than 3 million recognizable transposable element copies (International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium 2001).
Moreover, animal genome sizes are known to vary more than 7,000-fold, with most of this diversity thought to be the result of differential TE abundance.
Observations such as these raise important questions about the effects of TEs on host organisms and the conditions that contribute to their spread and persistence over evolutionary time. Perhaps the most deeply entrenched view holds that transposable elements are in some sense "functional," meaning that they confer some benefit to the genome/organism in which they are found. Going back as far as McClintock (1950) , TEs were thought to play an essential role in gene regulation. Other authors have suggested that TEs play a crucial role in generating genetic variation through their mutagenic effects (e.g., McClintock 1984; Biémont and Vieira 2006) , while still others posit that the presence of large swaths of non-coding DNA buffering the protein-coding genes against mutations (e.g., Yunis and Yasmuneh 1971; Patrushev and Minkevich 2008) . In fact, organism-level functions have been proposed for every new type of non-coding DNA sequence upon its discovery, and TEs are no exception. A prevailing assumption for many decades has been that any genetic element that is so widespread must be functional, or else it would have been eliminated by natural selection (see Appendix 1).
It is simply not true that non-coding DNA has long been dismissed as worthless junk and that functional hypotheses have only recently been proposed -despite the oft-repeated cliché in media reports and the introductions of far too many scientific papers. Indeed, it was specifically in reaction to the persistent assumption that most or all of the genome is functional that the classic "selfish DNA" papers were written in 1980 (Doolittle and Sapienza 1980; . However, even then, the possibility was left open that at least some transposable elements would prove to be functional at the organism level:
It would be surprising if the host genome did not occasionally find some use for particular selfish DNA sequences, especially if there were many different sequences widely distributed over the chromosomes. One obvious use … would be for control purposes at one level or another. . noted, it is an empirical question as to the proportion of transposable elements that have taken on organism-level functions. Many individual examples are now known of transposable elements that have been co-opted into organism-level functional roles (see Sinzelle et al. 2011) . However, these still represent a tiny minority of TEs, and the conditions that generate and sustain organism-level functions remain the subject of considerable debate.
An unfortunate obstacle to progress in this debate has been a lack of clarity regarding definitions of "function." Recently, these conceptual issues reached center stage with the rise of the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements project (ENCODE). This project aimed "to delineate all functional elements encoded in the human genome" by cataloguing "regions of transcription, transcription factor association, chromatin structure and histone modification" (The ENCODE Project Consortium 2012). The ENCODE project involved more than 400 scientists, cost around $200 million (Maher 2012) , and culminated in the simultaneous publication of 30 papers in September 2012. It created a large data resource enabling future analysis of the human genome, but nearly all of the extensive media coverage of the project focused on a single result:
These data enabled us to assign biochemical functions for 80% of the genome, in particular outside of the well-studied protein-coding regions (The ENCODE Project Consortium 2012).
This claim, that 80% of the human genome exhibits "biochemical function," was widely (mis)interpreted as indicating that most (perhaps even all) non-coding DNA is biologically functional at the organism level, and thus that the ENCODE results overturned the concept of "junk DNA" (Appendix 1) This was clearly the interpretation promoted by ENCODE leadership and by summaries published in Nature and Science (Ecker et al. 2012; Pennisi 2012;  Appendix 1). Almost immediately, these claims were subject to staunch criticism primarily on the grounds that the ENCODE definition of "function" was not only extremely liberal, it also involved equivocating between so-called "biochemical function" (i.e., a positive result in at least one of the chosen assays in at least one cell type) and more commonly understood meanings of the word (e.g., Doolittle 2013; Eddy 2013; Graur et al. 2013; Niu and Jiang 2013) . Much of this rather heated debate hinges on the definition of "function" as applied to non-coding DNA sequences. This paper has two objectives. The first is to review the concepts of function that have been developed in the philosophy of science and their application to non-coding DNA elements, including most recently by ENCODE. In the process, we note that some critiques of ENCODE's use of "function" have been somewhat oversimplified -it is not the concept of function that was used that is problematic per se, but how it was used by ENCODE. The second goal is to explore some specific complications to functional interpretations that arise as a result of the unique biological features of transposable elements (TEs). These complications include the need to consider multiple levels of selection, the distinction between the origin and the persistence of a particular DNA element, and the distinction between functions and accidental benefits for the host.
Two conceptions of function in the philosophy of biology
The ENCODE claim that >80% of human DNA sequences exhibit a "biochemical function" has prompted many molecular biologists to examine the meaning of this term. To this end, some critics of ENCODE (Graur et al. 2013; Doolittle 2013 ) have appealed to work on concepts of function in the philosophy of science, in particular the distinction between "selected effect" (SE) functions and "causal role" (CR) functions.
A selected effect function is any capacity that has been shaped or maintained by natural selection in the past. Hence, to ascribe an SE function is to make a historical claim. By contrast, CR functions are ascribed to the parts of a system that contribute to any system-level capacity of interest (Cummins 1975) . Unlike SE functions, CR functions do not hinge on facts about evolutionary history (Amundson and Lauder 1994) . Instead, CR functional ascriptions identify the relations between the capacity of a system and the activities of its component parts. It is sometimes said that SE functions explain why a trait exists, while CR functions explain how it works.
Although some critics of ENCODE appeal explicitly to this philosophical distinction between CR and SE functions, they have done so in a way that many philosophers would find somewhat problematic. For example, Doolittle claimed that, "most philosophers of biology, and likely, most practicing biologists when pressed, would endorse some form of the selected effect (SE) definition of function" (Doolittle 2013 ; see also Graur et al. 2013) .Thus, the criticism of ENCODE is simply that they have used a CR definition of function, which some authors consider inherently flawed. However, philosophers have identified numerous biological applications of the CR concept (Brandon 2011) for example in the field of functional morphology (Amundson and Lauder 1994) . It is argued that these applications could not be served by an SE concept alone, and that the CR concept is in fact more basic than the SE concept (Griffiths 2006 ; but see Rosenberg and Neander 2007, Linquist forthcoming) . Although these issues are unresolved, many philosophers allow that both SE and CR concepts play appropriate, but distinct epistemic roles.
Understanding how philosophers have reached this pluralist near-consensus requires recapping some key moves in this debate. Unlike the physical sciences, where purpose-oriented concepts of function were abandoned after the death of Aristotelian physics, function-talk persists in the biological sciences. Philosophers of science recognize that modern biologists could not be using "function" in the classical, teleological sense. So what else might they mean by this term? Initially, the only plausible answer to this question seemed to be that all biological functions are SE functions (Milikan 1984; Rosenberg, 1985; Neander 1991) . This interpretation has several advantages. It allows one to draw a clear distinction between adaptive functions and accidental benefits. It also establishes objective criteria for ascribing functions to biological traits.
However, the prevalence of the SE definition was soon called into question. . Some philosophers argued that the SE-function concept is too restrictive and hence cannot account for all legitimate functional ascriptions in biology (Amundson and Lauder 1994; Griffiths 1994) .
They argued that within entire branches of biology the use of "function" carries no commitments about selective history. For example, an oncologist might be interested in the conditions that promote metastasis in some cell lineage. A particular genetic mutation might contribute to this process, in which case, one might say that the mutation functions in this capacity. Advocates of CR functions in biology sought to make room for these non-SE, but nonetheless standard uses of "function" in the life sciences.
Today, perhaps the closest thing to a consensus among philosophers of biology is that each function concept is associated with a distinct type of explanatory goal. On this view, the SE function concept is appropriate for developing evolutionary or "ultimate" explanations; while the CR concept is appropriate for explaining "proximate" mechanisms. As philosopher Paul Griffiths has recently stated, "unless anatomy, physiology, molecular biology, developmental biology, and so forth turn their attention specifically to evolutionary questions, they investigate functions in the causal [role] sense." (Griffiths, p. 3. 2006) . Importantly, philosophical debates on this issue have taken their lead from biologists' use of language. If a large and productive community of researchers appeal to functions in the causal role sense, this is taken by philosophers as good evidence that the concept is doing good epistemic work. However, the ENCODE controversy calls this very methodology into question. ENCODE's use of "function" would likely be very surprising to many philosophers who take scientific practice at face value. Philosophers have long recognized an in-principle weakness in CR functions, but have assumed that this shortcoming is more of a conceptual than a practical problem. The ENCODE controversy reveals that philosophers' worst fears can become a reality.
A problem with CR functions, long recognized by philosophers but often dismissed as trivial, stems from their interest-relativity. According to the CR mode of functional analysis, the elements of a system that are identified as functional depend entirely on the system-level capacity that a researcher chooses to investigate. In principle, a researcher could select any system-level capacity for functional analysis. Taken to the extreme, this can result in some rather odd-sounding functions. For example, one might claim that the function of evaporation and condensation is to produce rain, or that the function of tectonic movement is to cause earthquakes. As absurd as they sound, strictly speaking these are legitimate applications of the CR function concept. Nevertheless, this "permissiveness problem" is often dismissed as a "philosopher's problem," arising in principle but never in practice because scientists do not actually employ the concept so loosely. Real working biologists, it is often assumed, are too careful to use the CR function concept so liberally or, even worse, in ways that might be intentionally self-serving or misleading.
The legitimacy of this assumption is called into question by ENCODE, in which affiliated researchers have adopted an extremely liberal criterion for ascribing causal role functions to genetic elements. According to ENCODE, a sufficient condition for qualifying as "biochemically functional" is that a sequence of DNA exhibits at least one of the following properties, at least once, in at least one of the 147 cell types analyzed: (1) it is transcribed into RNA (but not necessarily translated into a protein), or (2) it contains or is adjacent to a transcription binding factor, or (3) it is a methylated CpG dinucleotide, or (4) it is located in an area of open chromatin, or (5) it is found organized in nucleosomes containing certain histone modifications (The ENCODE Project Consortium 2012). Obviously, such permissive criteria will identify a great many genetic elements regardless of whether they have been under selective pressure or contribute to any meaningful organism-level capacities. And, in fact, some of these analyses are likely to give high rates of positive results simply by chance (Graur et al. 2013; White et al. 2013 ). However, the problem is not simply that ENCODE has adopted the CR concept; rather, the issue is that their assays detect "function" only in the sense of giving a positive result on their assays without any demonstration of actual biological significance. It is entirely possible that an otherwise biologically inert strand of DNA will bind to a protein, and thereby qualify as "functional" according to the ENCODE criteria.
An analogy may be useful here. Imagine an individual who wishes to use a metal detector to find valuables on a beach. First, he visits a jewelry store in order to establish the machine's ability to detect gold and silver Satisfied, he begins scanning the beach. Occasionally he hits upon an old nail or a c bottle cap, which causes the metal detector to light up and emit a sound. Technically, triggering the metal detector could be considered a CR function of these pieces of discarded metal. However, this is not the same thing as locating treasures, and it would be false to assume that every hit with the detector was identifying something useful just because this was the case in the jewelry store. Yet, this appears to be what ENCODE has done by employing assays that are normally used to find unambiguously functional elements (e.g., genes) and then considering any positive result elsewhere in the genome to be an indication of "biochemical function". Some of the hits identified by ENCODE may indeed be gold, but most could be bottle caps.
To summarize, critics of ENCODE who rely on philosophical insights in their critique of ENCODE have been somewhat too focused on the use of CR function concepts per se. They are right about the importance of the distinction between CR and SE functions but it is not the case that CR functions are widely recognized among philosophers as inherently faulty. To the contrary, most philosophers of biology, and arguably most biologists (including geneticists) when pressed, would recognize that CR functional claims play a valid role in the context of proximate explanations so long as the concept is not misused. Of course, there remains an open question as to whether CR functions should be so used in place of SE functions in the context of developing proximate explanations (see Linquist, forthcoming). There is also an evident disadvantage in having multiple concepts of function in use, namely that this may invite confusion or even outright equivocation -this is especially true if only the word "function" is used, without reference to the actual concept being employed (Doolittle et al., in review) .
In any case, the issue with ENCODE is not simply one of semantics. Although its use of a CR concept of function is not necessarily problematic in itself, this has been implemented in an extraordinarily loose manner. Moreover, the fact that most of the human genome is made up of transposable elements greatly complicates the application of ENCODE's criteria. As discussed below, there are important distinctions regarding the functions of transposable elements (TEs) which can only be drawn by using the SE rather than the CR concept of function. These distinctions are of more than just evolutionary interest -they are also relevant when investigating TEs on a proximate, mechanistic level in terms of their effects on organismal phenotypes.
Common criteria for identifying functions in non-mobile genetic elements.
A variety of criteria are commonly used to identify functions in non-mobile genetic elements including protein-coding genes, regulatory domains, and other such sequences. Several such criteria are reviewed briefly below before considering how their application becomes complicated when applied to the majority of the genome made up of transposable elements. It is particularly relevant to note that some of these criteria generate evidence for CR functions rather than SE functions, indicating that CR functions are not considered inherently flawed within genetic analyses.
1) Context-specific transcription
One criterion used to suggest function is context specificity of an RNA transcript. This includes tissue specificity, developmental stage specificity, or stimulus specific activation, such as in response to stress (eg., Özgür et al. 2012; Belmonte et al. 2013 ). In such cases, context specificity is regarded as a form of adaptive specialization: a less adapted genetic element would not become active under such specific circumstances, or, so the thinking goes. This assumption can of course be challenged on the grounds that some context specific activations are nonfunctional (see section 4). But the identification of a context specific transcript is at least suggestive of functionality and worthy of more detailed investigation. In terms of the aforementioned distinction among function concepts, the operative sense of "function" in these cases appears to be the SE variety. Specialization and adaptation are the grounds on which functions are being ascribed.
2) Positional information
A second criterion for ascribing function to a DNA sequence occurs in context of genome-wide bioinformatics studies. These studies identify associations between particular DNA sequences and a wide range of genomic properties that might indicate a functional role. For example, DNA sequences located upstream of a known coding region are often good candidates for the assignment of functional roles. Here the underlying assumption is that the proximity of these sequences to structurally significant sites implies a regulatory role. In this case, the operative sense of function is a CR notion. A genetic sequences is being identified as functional (or not) according to its role in development. It is perhaps taken for granted that selection will often act on these sequences. But such historical questions about evolutionary origin and maintenance are of secondary importance. As with the previous criterion, evidence of active location is imperfect evidence of function. It is possible that these sequences are not actually playing a role in development. It is therefore important to supplement positional information with additional data.
3) Sequence conservation
A third criterion for identifying function is sequence conservation among species.
Conservation can be measured by percent identity the of coding sequence, by shared base pairs outside the coding sequence, or by conserved position in the genome. The underlying assumption is that such instances of conservation are evidence of purifying selection (Lindblad-Toh et al., 2011) . Hence, this criterion clearly assumes an SE-function concept.
4) Experimental manipulation
The last method for identifying functional relevance of a DNA sequence is through experimental manipulation. This can involve reporter-gene assays for transcription and protein production, such as placing a putative regulatory sequence upstream of a reporter gene and assaying for the production of mRNA and/or protein (Xiong et al., 2012) . Sequences that are found in coding regions can also be mutated and their phenotypic effects observed (Kim et al., 2010) . Or, their transcripts can be targeted for silencing by short interfering RNAs (siRNAs) and the effects on the phenotype of the organism or tissue in question can be observed (Kleimhammer et al., 2010 ) . In all such cases, the search for function involves manipulating a sequence and looking for direct effects on the phenotype. Importantly, this criterion does not directly investigate questions of adaptive significance. Although phenotypic effects are often under selection pressure, this is by no means guaranteed. At the same time, using manipulation as a criterion for identifying functions fits squarely within the tradition of investigating CR functions. Hence, a CR function is the prevailing conception of function in these cases.
Unique Challenges for Ascribing Function to TEs
As the brief overview above reveals, both CR and SE functional concepts are operative within the standard criteria used to ascribe functions to non-TE sequences. Indeed, some combination of these may provide the most compelling evidence that a particular DNA sequence is functional in a biologically meaningful sense. Unfortunately, the ENCODE claim of 80% function in the human genome was based strictly on the CR function concept. "Biochemical function", as they used the term, simply referred to a positive result in at least one of their chosen assays, making this part of ENCODE's analysis entirely "closed" and self-referential (Table 1) .
That is to say, it lacked any connection to information external to the system, such as experimental evidence of phenotypic impacts at the organismal level or comparisons among species to demonstrate sequence conservation.
As others have noted, ENCODE could simply have chosen a slightly more liberal criterion -say, that the sequence is replicated, or that it contains a suitable binding site for DNA polymerase -and they would have been guaranteed to identify "function" in 100% of the genome (Graur et al. 2013) . Presumably, the ENCODE authors would consider such a result trivial and uninformative, but this raises the question as to why they chose the assays that they did. It seems reasonable to conclude that they did so because similar assays have been successful in detecting sequences with biological functions at the organism level (e.g., protein-coding genes, regulatory regions, etc.). However, there is a crucial distinction between ENCODE and the previous work that used such criteria: ENCODE examined the entire genome, most of which is not protein-coding genes or obvious regulatory domains but is primarily made up of transposable elements and their remnants.
Unlike protein-coding genes and other non-mobile regions, TEs possess unique biological properties that must be taken into account when interpreting the results of analyses like those outlined above or employed in the ENCODE project. As noted, transposable elements and their non-autonomous derivatives are by far the most common sequences in the human genome (de Koning et al. 2011) , which means that a large portion of the sequences identified as "functional" by ENCODE must fall within TE-derived sequences. Moreover, some of these TEs will still be active or retain some of their former biological activity (eg. the ability to recruit transcription factors). However, ENCODE applied its criteria unilaterally across all components of the genome and neglected to consider TEs within their proper biological and evolutionary context. In particular, the mobile nature of TEs creates at least three major sources of complexity: 1) by introducing a second level at which evolutionary processes can operate (Doolittle 1989) , such that SE functions may relate to the TE level rather than the standard organism level, 2) by potentially shifting from a parasitic element to one with an organism-level function ("exaptation"; Gould and Vrba 1982) , such that the origin of a sequence and the reasons for its persistence are decoupled, and 3) by adding the possibility that a given TE merely has beneficial side-effects for the organism but that these represent, at most, CR functions.
1) Organism-level versus TE-level evolution
Some transposable element-derived sequences are known to be important for gene regulation, as part of normal developmental processes, in the vertebrate immune system, and in various other ways. On the other hand, many are also implicated as disease causing mutagens.
TEs exhibit many characteristics in common with viruses, and as such they are most often characterized as parasites of the host genome. Like viruses, active TEs harness the host's replication machinery, but they are able to move about and become duplicated independently of the rest of the genome. Moreover, TEs exhibit heritable variation in their ability modify copy rate, as well as in their capacity to avoid deletion. In other words, they display the set of properties that are sufficient for evolution through natural selection (Lewontin, 1970) .
The fact that TEs may undergo evolution at their own intragenomic level greatly complicates efforts to assign them SE functions at the organism level because it introduces alternative explanations that must be ruled out. For example, a discovery that TEs exhibit widespread sequence conservation may be evidence of organism-level selection because of the TEs phenotypic effects (especially if only certain TE insertions are conserved), but it could also be the result of intragenomic selection on transposition ability (e.g., if all active TE copies are conserved). The question, even when evidence of SE functions is found, is cui bono -who benefits, the organism, the TE, or both?
As a notable example, it has often been reported that TEs become active when the organism/cell encounters stress. In many cases, this correlation has been interpreted to indicate that the TEs play an adaptive role in the cellular stress response (e.g., McClintock 1984 ,Shapiro 2011 , Chénais et al. 2012 ) and thus that this represents an SE function of the TEs involved. However, there are several possible TE-level explanations that would need to be ruled out in order for this hypothesis to hold. For example, it is possible that stress causes a breakdown in the repression mechanisms that normally keep TEs in check, thereby allowing them to become active. It is also possible that both TEs and stress-response genes are normally inactivated by being methylated or packaged into chromatin, and that activating the stress-response genes also activates nearby TEs as a side effect. Another possibility is that TEs respond to stress in the host cell and become active in preparation to "abandon ship" and facilitate transfer to a new host.
These alternative hypotheses are testable, but so far they have generally been missing from discussions of the correlation between TE activity and stress.
2) Origin versus persistence
One of the primary points raised in the original "selfish DNA" papers (Doolittle and Sapienza 1980; was that organism-level functions are not necessary to explain the existence of large quantities of transposable element DNA. The fact that they are capable of autonomous or semi-autonomous replication means that TEs can exist simply because they are good at existing. Similarly, one need not find an organism-level function to explain the presence of every virus or bacterium in the human body.
That said, it is clear that some TEs have been co-opted to serve important roles in normal genome function. So, even though these sequences may begin as parasites, their continued persistence may in some cases relate to their effects on host phenotypes. In other words, there may be a shift in the level of selection that accounts for the types and quantities of certain TEs within a genome. As noted by Gould and Vrba (1982) , this process of "exaptation" means that the explanation for a trait's origin and that for its persistence (e.g., current function) may be very different. In the case of TEs, it is critical to distinguish between questions of origin versus current persistence, because there are multiple possible explanations available, especially for persistence.
One concrete example of exaptation is that of the RAG1 protein of vertebrates. This protein helps to carry out a process known as V(D)J recombination where different exons are shuffled and ligated together to form the first step in the production of an antigen-specific binding protein known as an antibody (Oettinger et al. 1990) . RAG proteins mediate these precise rearrangements of DNA by binding to recognition signal sequences (RSS) between target exons and excising the intervening sequences into a circular piece of DNA for degradation (Jones and Gellert 2004) . Cutting and ligation of DNA strands to accomplish this task is performed by a fusion protein derived from the transposases of elements from the Transib and (Pardue et al. 1996; Abad et al. 2004) .These elements, which are no longer capable of independent replication, rely on one another's promoter capacity, reverse transcriptase, and Gag proteins for proper replication and targeting to telomeres (Danilevskaya et al. 1997 , Rashkova et al. 2002 Rashkova et al. 2003 , Shpiz et al. 2007 ). This interdependency among TEs, along with the absence of host-generated teleomeres, suggest coevolution with each other and with the host. But one might argue that these elements have not been completely exapted, as their protein coding regions alone have not been incorporated into the host genome like in RAG1. Instead, these telomeric elements might represent a point along a symbiotic continuum reflecting a mutualistic relationship with the host, as opposed to one that is purely parasitic or purely serving only the host (Kidwell and Lisch 2001, Durand and Michod, 2010) .
3) Biological functions versus beneficial side-effects
The attribution of organism-level functions to TEs becomes most complex in cases where specific properties or behaviors of TEs appear to confer benefits to both TEs and the host organism. In such instances, the origin of the TE and the evolution of its current effects are potentially explained exclusively by selection at the TE level, with the positive effect on the host being viewed as merely a beneficial side-effect. Alternatively, the TE may have begun as a parasite but then became modified by selection on organismal phenotypes as part of its domestication into a host-level functional role. Associated changes in the TE sequence and/or the interaction between TE and host may then become beneficial to the TE in terms of allowing it to persist within the genome without being deleted. Thus, not only can there be evolution at multiple levels, but there can be synergistic or countervailing interactions between those levels depending on the changes engendered by evolutionary processes at each level.
A relevant example is provided by the process of double stranded break (DSB) repair.
Retrotransposon DNA has been found at the repair sites of DSB in yeast. This association pattern is sometimes taken to suggest that TEs have a host-level function in DNA repair (Moore and Haber; Teng et al. 1996) . In fact, there is probably a better explanation for this pattern.
Transposable elements in general have an association with breaks in DNA and the host proteins mediating the repair of those breaks. Both DNA transposons and retrotransposons must cut DNA at locations where they insert, with DNA transposons cutting when they excise. These breaks must then be repaired by cellular repair proteins to ensure not only host survival, but also element survival. Thus, proteins involved with recognizing and repairing DNA breaks tend to associate with elements and the proteins they encode (Beall et al. 1994; Downs and Jackson 1999; Gasior et al. 2006) . The intrinsic association between TEs and repair proteins suggest the possibility of a co-evolutionary, antagonistic relationship. On this view, TEs require the enzymatic abilities of repair proteins to repair breaks in DNA, but repair proteins are selected to limit the spread of TEs and their damage to the genome (Sawyer and Malik 2006) . Even when the ability of retrotransposons to cut target DNA is impaired, they have been shown to insert back into the genome through so-called endonuclease independent mechanisms, at the sites of DSBs (Morrish et al. 2002; Sen et al. 2007; Ichinaga and Okada 2008; Srikanta et al. 2009 ).
Futher support comes from studies in yeast and mouse fibroblasts showing that mitochondrial and contaminant E. coli DNA are used as substrates for repair (Yu and Gabriel 1999; Lin and Waldman 2001) . These findings suggest that cells will use any abundant extra-nuclear DNA (not just TEs) to repair breaks in the genome. Taken together, these data suggest a viable alternative to the hypothesis that TEs have been selected for a role in host DNA repair (Eickbush 2002) .
Although DSB repair may be an accidental benefit of TE replication, this is not necessarily a host-level function.
Questions to ask when attempting to identify functions for TEs The attribution of functions to the majority of the genome that is made up of transposable elements is complex for a number of reasons, both conceptual and empirical. As yet, there is no clear-cut set of procedures to reliably and unambiguously resolve these issues. However, much confusion is avoided if the purpose of an investigation is made explicit by addressing a number of key questions. A list of such questions is provided below, and although it is not exhaustive, it provides a means of alleviating some of the problems that have plagued the ENCODE project.
Is the objective of the study to identify CR functions, and how are these distinguished from false positives?
In some cases, the goal of a study may simply be to catalogue the positive results of some particular set of assays (i.e., closed-system CR functions which may or may not have SE functions). There are ways in which this can be useful, for example by identifying sequences of potential biological importance that can then become the target of further study to determine what, if any, their biological functions may be. Misrepresentations about the genome being "80% functional" aside, a catalogue of this sort was, in fact, the objective and most significant outcome of the ENCODE project.
However, it must be noted that positive results in any particular assay are not sufficientthese must be compared against a null hypothesis that provides an indication of how many false positives are expected due to chance. Notably, a recent study by White et al. (2013) 
What other evidence will be included in order to assess potential biological functions?
The objective of a study may be to identify not just closed-system CR functions, but sequences of biological significance at the organism level, possibly including SE functions. As this would no longer be a closed-system analysis (i.e., with "function" defined only in terms of a positive result on a chosen assay), it must make reference to external information to validate claims of biological significance. For example, it may include comparisons across taxa to search for evidence of phylogenetic conservation or correlations between genetic properties and phenotypic traits across species. It could also make reference to comparisons among individuals, if there are differences in genomic properties and quantifiable traits within a species. Or, a study could make use of experimental manipulations (knock outs, deletions) to examine effects on organismal phenotypes. Without such additional information, any conclusions regarding actual biological impact (let alone SE functions) are speculative at best.
If the goal is to identify organism-level (SE) functions of TEs, how will alternative explanations be ruled out?
Once again, it is important to bear in mind that the unique properties of TEs introduce important complexities into assessments of function at the organism level such that identifying a correlation between TE presence/activity and a particular trait does not, by itself, provide evidence that the TE has an SE function in this regard. For example, transcription alone does not automatically indicate an organism-level function for a retrotransposon because passage through an RNA intermediate is part of their own replication mechanism. As noted above, becoming active during stress or being incorporated into double-strand break repairs could also be explained from a TE-level perspective without these being organism-level SE functions of the elements involved. To reiterate, there are important distinctions that must be made between the origins of a DNA sequence (e.g., as a parasitic TE), the reasons for its persistence and abundance (e.g., it continues as an active parasite or it has been coopted by the host genome), and explanations for correlations with organismal traits (e.g., it serves a role at the organism level and has been under selection for this reason, or it merely exerts beneficial side effects for the host).
Concluding Remarks
The possibility that the majority of non-coding DNA plays an important functional role at the organism level has been actively discussed for many decades. While it is not true that most of the genome was simply dismissed as useless junk, there have long been legitimate debates regarding the percentage of DNA that is biologically important in large eukaryotic genomes. This is a question that will require both empirical data and conceptual clarification to resolve.
For example, the recent claims by the ENCODE project leadership that 80% of the human genome can be assigned a "biochemical function" are highly misleading because of the way in which the concept of "function" was employed. The issue is not simply that ENCODE made use of a causal role definition of function rather than a selected effects definition, as the CR definition is relatively common in genetics Rather, it is because ENCODE misapplied this definition of function by using criteria that were far too broad. Equivocation between this loose concept of causal role function and phenotypically relevant biological functions exacerbated the confusion surrounding the ENCODE results.
As described in this review, ascribing functions to specific components of the genome is uniquely challenging when the sequences involved are transposable elements. Their capacity form autonomous replication creates several major complications that confound the use of functional assessments that are typically implemented in studies of genes or regulatory regions.
These unique challenges were ignored by ENCODE because the entire human genome was treated in the same way, despite the fact that it is made up primarily of TEs. Future work that aims to provide an estimate of the percentage of DNA in the human genome with a biologically meaningful function at the organism level will therefore require a much more sophisticated approach that takes these issues into account. Any capacity of a system for which that system was under natural selection in the past.
Main objection:
Too limited to capture all meaningful senses of "function" in biology.
Further distinctions:
Closed systems are entirely self-referential, with causal role functions determined only in terms of the assays used and not connected to broader systems outside the study.
Open systems are not exclusively self-referential, but include connections to information about broader systems, such that functions identified may not simply be assay-specific CR functions but may also be shown to be SE functions with biological significance for organismal phenotypes.
Proposal:
The problem with ENCODE is that it adopts a closed system approach to the identification of CR functions.
Further distinctions:
Host level SE functions are capacities of TEs that were selected to benefit hosts.
TE level SE functions are capacities that were selected to benefit TEs.
Origin functions are selected effects (at either level) for which an element became established in a population.
Maintenance functions are selected effects (at either level) for which an element is maintained in a population Accidental benefits are capacities that might increase an element's frequency, but for which there has been no selection.
Proposal:
For genetic elements that fall within mobile elements it is necessary to observe these distinctions.
